
Graphic Vocabulary:

Just as there are environmental/spatial vocabularies 
that may be employed to represent a culture, or an 
idea, there are also kinds of marks, typefaces, 
organizational patterns that may impart an 
additional level of interpretation.  In addition to 
the specific personality of the graphic imagery 
employed, a strata of symbol sets and sizes may help 

to impart the relative importance,
or level of detailed information which 
a museum visitor, might expect to find 
in labels.

PRODUCT:  Full-scale mock-ups of a 
variety of labels strata with typography,
graphic imagery and/or initial 
organizational patterns.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATION:  Testing 
of imagery, museum visitor accessibility 
and legibility—as well as organization, 
and resonance of labels can predict their 
success or failure.  “Objects” (rendered 
as color copies or photographs) are 
sufficient to invite an array of visitors 
to participate in evaluating potential 
graphic imagery palettes and solutions.

Full-scale Mock-ups of Exhibition Components

Color/Texture/Material Boards

Vocabulary of Hues, Form, and Texture

Stories which are specific to geographic locations, cultural
groups, or time periods can often be expressed using color

palettes, architectural elements or textures from traditional 
built environments associated with the story.  A selection

of appropriate hues and textures for each story area may
be identified through a careful examination of culture-

specific sites and objects assembled to capture for visitors.

Decendents of historic peoples can sometimes help to 
decode the continuity and change within their own community

by interpreting forces behind aesthetic shifts and changes.

PRODUCT: Story-specific paletts of hues, forms, textures, 
and/or built environment abstracts. 

FUNCTION: Create a museum environment which amplifies
the context of a story, without pretending to be a re-creation

of a time, place or people for which/whom the scholarship
does not exist to render accurately.  Change story area 

palettes and environmental details so that visitors can see
clearly when a change in context has occurred. 
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